
EMMANUEL COLLEGE COMMUNITY 

News 

 
As communicated yesterday, a deep clean is currently occurring at St Paul’s Campus which has been 
locked-down in light of yesterday’s advice regarding a positive student COVID test. I will be in further 
communication in light of advice from CEM and DHHS. 
 
As also advised earlier in the week, Year 11 and 12 students recommenced remote learning on  
Wednesday this week. It appears likely that all students will continue in remote learning for the  
remainder of this term.  
 
Please contact the relevant Campus Leader if your child will have significant difficulty with the  
arrangements for remote learning.  
 
Note also that College onsite reception is closed but may still be contacted by phone. 
 
I will continue to communicate with you as any updates are received. 
 
It is most important that we all continue to do our bit in reducing the current rate of COVID infections by 
following health guidelines and related restrictions. Hand hygiene, social distancing, where practicable, 
and face covering continue to be required of any adult or student attending the College onsite. 
 
A reminder that if you, your child or a family member develop symptoms of a fever, chills or sweats, 
cough, sore throat, shortness of breath, runny nose, or loss of smell or taste, then the relevant person(s) 
should get tested at a coronavirus (COVID-19) testing facility and stay home. 
 
What a year it has been! Congratulations to students who have commenced their Term 3 studies in a 
dedicated and organised manner. We are very proud of their continued commitment and perseverance in 
these challenging times, particularly the mighty Class of 2020! 
 
Students also continue to consider their subject programs at the College for 2021. This was supported by 
a very successful virtual VCE information evening last week. Access remains via PAM to the information 
provided. 
 
Many would know of Br Don Neff, one of the College Marianist founders, after whom the Neff building is 
named. Congratulations to Br Don, now based in Florida, on both his 90th birthday and his 70th year as a 
Marianist. We thank him for his persevering and dedicated ministry in the many communities which he 
has served and pray for his continued health, particularly during the current pandemic. 
 
With the 75th anniversary, yesterday, of the nuclear attacks on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, we also pray that 
current and future conflicts between nations will be resolved through non-violent means. 
 
Christopher Stock 
Principal 
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 Campus Leaders 

It is fair to say that 2020 is a year that none of us will forget. As we move into week five, we find ourselves back into another period of  
remote learning but this time for all year levels once again. Thank you to all those parents, students and staff who participated in the VCE/
VCAL Information Evening which proved to be of great benefit for those students commencing the period of VCE/VCAL subject selection. It is 
important that the students continue to work to their personal best and keep developing good organisational and study skills. Just a  
reminder that Subject Selections for 2021 are to be completed on-line. 
 
Although in remote learning, the College will be still running the Parent Forum which will be held via ZOOM on Wednesday 19 August with 
the College Counselling Team as guest presenters.  The focus of his presentation will be issues around mental health and wellbeing. It has 
never been more important to focus on mental health and wellbeing and our College Counselling Teams will share strategies they use with 
the students. The evening will be covering issues that are extremely important at this moment in time.  More information will be forwarded 
to you via Care Monkey closer to the date.                        
 
As we discussed in our last newsletter, your child should have a quiet space in which to work each day. Parents are encouraged to continue a 
clear structure of daily organisation to ensure children are out of bed, appropriately fed and dressed, prior to homeroom beginning at 
8.30am each day. It is important that breaks are scheduled throughout the day and that your child can also pursue physical and creative  
activities. With VCE students now continuing remote learning, we would encourage them to follow these suggestions in maintaining steady 
work habits that will keep them in a good place. A reminder that all teachers are still online and if your child needs any assistance, their 
teachers are only an email away.  
 
Although your child will be learning from home, it is important to continue good routine, and although wearing uniform is not required at 
home, we encourage that they are dressed and ready to learn wearing appropriate clothes for Zoom classes. Term three is a time that the 
College would like to remind parents that if parts of your child’s uniform is getting old, worn or too small then you should plan to purchase 
new garments prior to the commencement of 2021. This has also been reiterated in uniform letters that have been sent home to students if 
they are requiring items of uniform.  
 
Attendance versus Grades 
We compared the attendance with grades for our Year 10 students. We looked at students who had 99% or above attendance in Semester 1 
with the grades they got in English, Science and Maths. This was then compared with students who had attendance below 70% and their 
grades in the respective subjects. There was a clear correlation with attending school and achieving higher grades across all subjects and a 
large difference in their averages. 
 
Attendance  English  Maths  Science  Average across the 3 subjects 
99% and more  83%  79%  87%  83% 
Less than 70%  56%  49%  47%  51%  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is important to note that this would be equally important for students being present during remote learning.  
 
This week’s INSIGHTS article from Michael Grose is “Standing behind difficult decisions.”  The article this week is about how a school has a 
zero-tolerance policy toward fighting and believed that those who watched a fight were as complicit in the conflict as those 
engaged in the fighting. This is a very interesting article and we would encourage you to take a moment to read it. 
 
 
David Barr, Chris O’Malley & Kelley Revelman 
 



 Leader of Mission Integration  

Emmanuel teachers have the privilege of holding space with students as they reflect with great insight and wisdom into the religious and 
spiritual elements of their life, which they cherished. Often, we hear students discuss the shared experience of moments of encounter when 
they find themselves still and present in nature. The natural environment has a welcoming capacity to invite wisdom into our lives. With the 
introduction of full remote learning due to stage 4 restrictions, we recognise that many of our students and parents have been house bound 
for most of the last 5 months. The cold winter weather creates a strong temptation to remain indoors, however, we must remember the 
beauty that exists in nature which is still available to us. Whether it be an indoor plant, the birds foraging in your backyard, the stars you can 
gaze at through your bedroom window, or the beautiful walking trails of our wetlands and parks; nature is all around. Jesus used nature as 
one of his favourite instruments in his parables to discuss the wisdom of life and God. The amazing thing about parables is how engaging 
they are and how deep we can go in unpacking their meaning. By no means is the wisdom I draw from these nature parables the only  
wisdom, however, I am to draw out questions which may serve us well at this time.  
 
The parable of the Sower and Seeds (Mt13:3-9) tells of the foolish farmer who recklessly threw his seeds seemingly anywhere. It emphasises 
the importance of good soil in the growth of a healthy harvest. I wonder what is the good soil that will sustain and nurture me through this 
lockdown? Have I been reckless in how a spend my time and utilised my energy? Can it be better invested in certain spaces? 
 
The parable of the Weeds (Mt13:24-30) reminds us that there are negative influences which can stifle our growth, much like weeds in a 
wheat crop. We must be mindful of those toxic influences (devices, addictive habits etc) that can cause me pain and suffering at this time. I 
wonder if this is the right time to remove these weeds from my life? 
 
The parable of the Mustard Seed (Mt13:31) reminds us that at times like this we might only have the energy to muster small changes. We 
should not discount these small changes as they may grow into important things for ourselves and others. What is one small change I can 
make today which may grow into a big positive sustainable change in my future? 
 
The parable of the Budding Fig Tree (Mt24:32) is an important reminder that nature communicates to us if we are sensitive and present to 
perceive its message. Much like the budding of the fig tree tells us that spring and summer are on their way, what other good news and signs 
of hope can we be sensitive to in the world around us? The message of joy in the wagging of a dog’s tail, the rays of hope in the rising of a 
new sun, the wonderment and awe of the stars above, and many, many more. Am I taking time to notice the whispering messages from  
nature? 
 
The parable of the Birds in Heaven (Mt6:26) shares the wisdom of God’s unconditional love for us. We are told that the birds do little to earn 
God’s love and yet God loves them none the less. How can I mimic God’s unconditional love for those around me, especially the vulnerable 
little birds in my life? 
 
The parable of the Lilies of the Field (Mt6:28-30) is a story about the beauty in small things. The love that was shown by the creator in  
crafting the intricate detail of the lilies with such precision and beautifully speaks volumes about our God. I wonder how I can notice the 
small loving acts people are doing for me? I wonder how I can be a creator of beauty and love in the lives of others? 
 
And finally, not a parable, but rather a story of Jesus in nature. After his death Jesus appeared by the sea of Tiberias (Jn21). As the sun was 
rising Jesus stood by the shore near a fire he lit. The story goes on to show Jesus once again called his apostles to discipleship, but for me I 
am forever captured by the idea of Jesus taking time out to sit along the shore, light a fire and watch the sun rise. I wonder how I can seize 
more opportunities to be present in nature? Not doing, but rather just being. 
 
We would like to celebrate one of our students and his family who identifying a need and responding with love. Alan Truong (year 12 SPC) 
and his mother stitched 100 face masks and donated them to Newport’s St Vincent de Paul Society Chapter through St Leo the Great parish. 
These masks were given to the vulnerable in our area. 
 
As you are all aware our Mission theme for 2020 is ‘Let all that you do be done in Love’ (1COR16:14). This theme has served us well  
particularly given the pandemic as it has challenged us to keep using ‘love’ as the measure of our actions and inspired us to find new ways to 
love. We are now in the process of inviting staff, students, and parents to contribute suggestions for our theme for 2021. It should be a  
biblical quote or quote from a significant religious figure. Ideally it should be one sentence and not too long. Please send through your  
suggestions to my school email msciberras@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au  
 
May you find peace and wisdom in nature, 
 
Mark Sciberras 
 

Let all that you do be done in love (1COR 16:14) 

mailto:msciberras@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au


 College Captains Report  

I hope you are all well and keeping safe. In what has been an ever so changing year, the recent surge in coronavirus cases has seen new  
restrictions placed upon us once again. Here we are finding ourselves in what seems like a familiar process to us all, back to remote learning 
for the remainder of Term 3.  
 
We all know that this is yet another challenge that we must face, but you have all proven from last lockdown, that we can get through it.  The 
resilience shown by every student at Emmanuel speaks loudly of the driven nature within us.  We have done it once; we can do it again.  
Let’s continue to do our best within the remote learning environment, start every day with a positive mind-set and do everything within our 
personal capabilities to achieve the highest outcome. However, we understand that remote learning isn’t the most ideal process for all, so 
remember, that if you ever need it, please feel free to reach out to any of your student leaders, teachers or the counselling team for support. 
Never feel isolated.  
 
Following on from this, I would also like to say a big thank you to the whole Emmanuel Community for your amazing support in what is  
probably going to be the biggest fundraising event of the college for 2020, MND Week. Never did the SLG team think that we would have to 
put through several consecutive orders to keep up with the demand of the beanies. Seeing the sea of blue during MND week and the way 
the students and teachers came together for the big freeze, I’m sure will be a memorable event for all.  The money raised was backed by the 
generous donations that will help contribute to a cure for this horrible disease.   
 
The SLG have been working tirelessly to consider further projects that can be run remotely during these unprecedented times. A few gaming 
tournaments, podcasts, lego events and trick shot challenges has seen students think outside the box, and show their innovation skills. We’re 
hoping to introduce further projects in the near future, that will promote community involvement and comradery. We would love to hear 
your thoughts so feel free to get in touch with your student leaders if you’d like to contribute any of your ideas.  
 
I hope you all have a great rest of the term. Remember to stay safe, follow the rules and take care of one another so we can return to school 
as early as possible. To the Year 12s, we only have a term to go, so put in your best efforts, wear your hoodies with pride, and achieve your 
personal best. 
 
Rhea Chatterji, George Limperis & Jordan Sta Maria 
College Captains 
 
 

 Winters House Reports 
 
2020 continues to be a challenging year for all of us. I would like to thank all the young men of Winters House for their hard work, resilience 
and diligence in keeping up with the work set by their teachers during the second round of remote learning.  
 
The student leaders from Years 7 – 10 offered some tips and advice on what they are doing to get through the day.  
 
Keep your phone on charge so you are not tempted to look at it during class. Get outside and exercise. Run or ride a bike.  
Dean, Year 7 
Use this time as an opportunity to take up a new hobby. Try to visualise being in a classroom while listening to your teacher so it feels more 
like a normal class.  
Jonathon, Year 7 
Use your diary all the time to keep track of work that is due. Make time for yourself and do something you like. Keep in contact with friends. 
Anthony, Year 9 
Work from different places at home if you can. Starring at the same wall or desk can be mind numbing. Silence can be deafening. Listen to 
quiet music while working and studying.  
Jake, Year 10 
Stick to the school structure. Try to organise your day so you finish at 3.10 and have breaks at normal school times. Maintain friendships 
virtually. It’s really important and helps remind you that everyone is in this together.  
Alessio, Year 9 
 
As a wise man once said, it’s not falling into a river that drowns you, it’s staying submerged. We will get through this. Make time for yourself, 
maintain friendship circles. Remember that we are all in this together. Make sure you support one another.  
 
Peter Coceani 
Winters House Leader SPC 



 Winters House Reports cont’d 

Term 3 has started with our Years 7 - 10 students return to remote learning whilst our Year 11 and 12s are on campus. One would assume 
that the House of Winters would feel divided but thanks to our amazing Homeroom Teachers and Student Leaders, our Winters students are 
still connected via Zoom and playing Kahoot games in Homeroom, singing happy birthdays and engaging happily together between home 
and school. Technology can be a wonderful thing and this is shown with keeping our House connected and together whilst being distant.  
 
Towards the end of Term 2, our Senior Leaders were busy interviewing many enthusiastic young Year 7s who had spent a great deal of time 
compiling a written application and attending an interview; a somewhat daunting task at such a delicate age! The applicants were beyond 
impressive and our Seniors Leaders were absolutely impressed with the Years 7s from turning up with cue cards for their interviews to the 
impressive amounts of fund raisers they had participated in at primary school to raise money for various causes to the concern for their  
environment. The decision was incredibly tough so we would like to thank all our fabulous Tear 7s who applied and showed such a passion 
for the House of Winters. We would like to congratulate the two young students who received the title of Year 7 Winters Student Leaders: 
Daisy Kline and Joshua Ascough. We look forward to all that you will contribute to our House, whether from your home during remote  
learning or when you eventually return to the campus, we are beyond excited to have you lead our House.   
 
To our Year 12 Winters students, what a challenging year this has been for you in particular but the way in which you have held yourselves 
with stealthy determination to your studies and caring for your loved ones is beyond admirable. Our world awaits you readily for all the  
positive changes you will bring to our future. Keep studying hard!  
 
To our Winters families, keep safe and enjoy this time at  
home with each other even though we are surrounded by  
challenges.  
 
Rachael Schmidt-Sefrim and Chris Micallef  
Winters House Leaders NDC 
 
 
 
 
 

Joshua Asough  Daisy Kline  

     Year 7 Winters NDC Student Leaders 2020 



 McCluskey Homeroom Reports 

Walker Homeroom - a place to meet and catch up with friends. A forum to share a few laughs, lean into one another and help each other. 
Our homeroom is special as it has a slide about Walker homeroom containing funny bitmojis of all of us, birthday details of everyone, prayer 
roster and zoom meeting links. 
 
In our homeroom we’ve celebrated Mother’s Day, donated the maximum number of used mobile phones to save gorillas and enjoyed  
participating in weekly quizzes. 
 
This is a tough time for students, as one of the biggest challenges we face is remote learning where we are all isolated from each other. In 
our homeroom, we still feel part of the school community and can connect with our friends and our homeroom teacher Mr Gray. This is a 
testing time for all, and we will get through this together. 
 
Lastly, a big thank you to Mr Gray and the older students for all the support and guidance which has enabled a smooth transition of Year 7 
students to Walker homeroom during this online learning phase. 
 
Noah Thomas  
Year 7 SPC Student 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Homeroom has been a looking a lot different lately. With Year 7-10s learning from home and Year 11-12s at school, it was a bit of a challenge 
to still have a cohesive homeroom. It was especially strange to be doing homeroom online while being on campus. Although through Zoom, 
whether at home or on campus we have been able to connect, say morning prayer together, and go through the daily notices everyday. Now 
that we’re all moving back to remote learning with some previous experience, it will be a whole lot easier to stay on top of things and be  
productive as possible. With our cameras on, we will log on at 8.30 every morning to make sure our teachers are aware that we are present 
and ready to learn. Homeroom provides a great opportunity to ask questions regarding any concerns you have or voice any struggles with 
regard to remote learning. Going forward, homeroom will be a great opportunity to stay connected with others and maintain social aspects 
within our lives. 
Sally Nearby Year 11 MCKB, NDC 



 Year 12s Hoodies 

Year 12s receive their Commemorative Hoodies early.   
Each year the Year 12s work together to decide on an article of clothing or otherwise that is a commemorative piece. This means that  
whatever is chosen by the cohort, if a piece of clothing, it can only be worn from the beginning of Term 4. When the government returned all 
Year  11 and 12 VCE and VCAL students to remote learning this week, the Leadership Team made the decision to allow the students to be 
provided with their hoodies before they re-entered remote learning. The Year 12s have shown much resilience in supporting each other in a 
year that continues to throw challenges at them. Receiving their hoodies brought many smiles to their faces.  
 
Leonie Rushbrook &  Alice Power 
Pastoral Leaders 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Food Technology News 

We are back to Term 3 and back to remote learning for most of the school. Sadly, this 
impacts the curriculum when we cannot cook together. At least the senior Food Studies 
students can have some time in the kitchen honing their skills. Last week we had parent 
teacher interviews all by Zoom, we all learned together how to make this work. It is 
always lovely to see Food Tech students coming along with their parents to check in  
together. 
 
We have done some cooking in the Food Tech kitchens this semester. With Corona Virus 
we have had to modify how we use the kitchens so that students only share space, not 
equipment, tools, or food. This has meant a lot of extra preparation for each class to  
individually weigh and measure each ingredient. So, a special thank you needs to go out 
to our wonderful Food Tech assistants Amanda and Linda who have made magic happen 
to ensure everyone can cook safely. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Our Year 8 students have swapped units, the year group does one semester of art and one  
semester of Food Tech. We have completed the on-line safety units and now we are doing work 
on cookery terms, and equipment commonly used in the kitchen. Year 8 food is all about  
introducing students to the kitchen, to food and cooking.  We usually cover simple recipes and 
introduce the students to how to safely use all the equipment in the kitchen. During remote 
learning we will do a project on fried rice, looking at what goes in it, and what ingredients would 
we like to add. We will also look at the importance of family recipes, we ask students to find 
recipes important to their family, maybe a recipe from a family member born overseas. Food 
links us to how we see ourselves, food is a vital link to our identity. 
 
Food Tech is such an important subject for all students at all levels. Students learn and develop life skills applicable through-out our adult 
lives. Students learn how to use, cook, and understand food and its place in our lives. Hopefully, students can start to develop a real love for 
food, cookery, and the love we can share through food. The sharing of a meal is central to understanding our place in our family, our society, 
and our world. 
 
Our Year 9 students are currently doing a unit on bread as part of a wider look at cereals. We take a look at bread from around the world, 
almost every culture and society on Earth has a variety of bread. We look at the ingredients in bread and what they each do. This term we 
will also look at baking. 
 
We cannot cook at school but if students have a chance to cook at home with a parent or other adult then that is great, even if it is just  
helping Dad with chopping the vegetables for family dinner. 
 
The Year 10 students are investigating why we eat what we eat, so we look at allergies and intolerances, social and cultural factors, or  
religious reasons for what is on our dinner plate. Food brings us together, it binds us to one another, it defines ‘us’ and our culture. 
 
Food Tech is about learning kitchen skills but that is only one part of what Food Tech teaches us. Good food is central to our health, and our 
well-being. It is one thing we can all do to be well. By understanding what good nutrition is, by understanding where our food comes from, 
by understanding the process of paddock to plate we can all be smarter, more ethical, and healthier consumers. 
 
And in news just in…….The food department is very excited to announce that we now have a complete set of KitchenAid brand hand mixers 
for the Food Tech rooms. 
Mikkel Blomley, Food Technology Teacher NDC 



 Library News 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LEGO MASTERS 
         ONLINE COMPETITION 
Join our online Lego competition which will commence on Monday the 27th July (week 3), use your own Lego at home and submit your  

entries online.  The competition will consist of 3 rounds over 3 weeks culminating with a Grand Final during the 4th week. 

     

 Round 1 – 27th July        

 Round 2 – 3rd August        

 Round 3 – 10th August        

 Grand Final – 17th August   
 
Judges: Mrs Derrig, Mrs Lever, Ms Brazatis, Mrs Sarpi, Mr Gray & Mr Martin   
                                                                                                                                 
 Competition Rules 

• Only one entry per round 

• No official Lego build (this means no instructions) 

• Must use your own Lego 

• The winners of the rounds will go into the final 

• Individual entries unless you live in the same household. 

• All builds must include a story/explanation of the build 

• No late entries accepted 

• All entries are to be submitted via the college Instagram page @ecmelb1 or via email to Mrs Derrig or Mrs Lever 

• You must submit a photo of your build and a short explanation of your build. 

• You must provide full name (first and last), student number, House and Homeroom  

                                                                                                                                                                                        

Please direct any questions to: Mrs Derrig (sderrig@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au) or  Mrs Lever (llever@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au) 
 
 

mailto:sderrig@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au


 Library News cont’d 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Let the library be your 

lifesaver 
Your friendly librarians are here for all your resource needs during  

remote learning. 

Make sure to visit the Emmanuel College Library website 

www.library.ecmelb.catholic.edu.au  

If you need any assistance don’t hesitate to email   

Mrs Derrig: sderrig@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au   or  

Mrs Lever: llever@ecmelb.catholic.edu.au 

 

 

Sarah Derrig 
Library Leader 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Careers News 

Year 12 Counselling Program Term 3 
The Year 12 counselling program prepares and supports students as they transition to a post-secondary school pathway. To this end, all Year 
12 students will be counselled in Term 3 via Zoom. The counselling session will assist students come to terms with the VTAC application  
process for those intending to apply to university and TAFE and to also support students prepare for work, an apprenticeship or to apply for a 
course via direct application to other tertiary providers. 
 
Swinburne University Early Entry Program Update 
It is important that students note that the main application window is open from 3-28 August. A secondary application window will open 
from 29 August – 9 October. Places are limited, so the university highly encourages students to apply before 28 August. As part of the  
application form, students need to write a Supporting Statement from Applicant (in 500 words or less) telling Swinburne University why they 
wish to study a university degree and detailing their other achievements and activities. This Supporting Statement will be considered as part 
of the selection process. Students also need to upload the School Recommendation Form. 
 
If a student is considering applying for the Swinburne University Early Entry Program they should speak to their respective Careers Counsellor 
as soon as possible. 
 
Virtual Open Days 2020 
Virtual Open Days have begun and all students in Years 10, 11 and 12 have been e-mailed a schedule, including dates, links required and 
other important information. 
 
Students are encouraged to register for as many Virtual Open Day events as possible and to register for them now. 
 
Students are encouraged to begin gathering their required documentation now to submit with along their application. Failure to meet all the 
requirements for the CAP will result in not being considered for the program. Students are encouraged to browse how the CAP is assessed 
and offered so they can make sure their submission is well-written, and also provides guideline minimum ATARs required. Find out more at 
Community Achiever Program (CAP)  
 
ACU Guarantee Program  
Guarantee your place at ACU, even before your Year 12 exams. The ACU Guarantee program offers eligible Year 12 students a place at ACU 
based on your Year 11 results.  
 
With the considerable challenges Year 12 students have been facing this year, ACU has introduced the ACU Guarantee program. Students 
can make an application through this program, have their Year 11 results considered, and ACU will produce a predicted selection rank and 
make a conditional early offer before final exams have been sat. Applications for 2021 entry open 3 August 2020 and close 25 September 
2020. Students are required to apply through the ACU Guarantee application portal on the ACU website. Students will have to upload their 
Year 11 reports and may also choose to supply a brief statement outlining their personal circumstances and motivation for university study, 
which may help improve their selection rank. Students need to be mindful that not every course is participating in this program. Find out 
more at ACU Guarantee Program 
 
Prue Warne & Sol Di Maggio 
Careers Leaders 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 Year 7 Camp at Emmanuel College—Then and Now 
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 Calendar Term 3 Weeks 5A & 6B 
 
 
 
10 August VTAC Parent Information Evening 7.00pm via Zoom  
 
14 August Yr. 10 & 11 Subject Selection Interviews  
  SPC Yr. 12 English “Dressmaker” Guest Speaker – Author Rosalie Ham P.1 via Zoom  
  NDC Yr. 12 English “Dressmaker” Guest Speaker – Author Rosalie Ham P.3 via Zoom  
 
19 August SPC ACC Intermediate Debating & Public Speaking online  
 
20 August SPC ACC Open Chess online  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

  

  

 

  

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We acknowledge that we are gathered on the traditional land of the Kulin Nation. We recognise the First People’s relationship to this land 
and offer our respect to their elders, past, present, emerging.  

http://www.ecmelb.catholic.edu.au


 Community Notices 

 

Catholic Education Today Term 3, 2020 Magazine 

 

Catholic Education Today for 2020 is now available on the Catholic Education Melbourne website www.cem.edu.au 
under News and Events / Catholic Education Today.  

 

The Term 3 edition focuses on ‘stepping up’ with articles that explore school transitions and how to support your child 

through changes at all levels of school from beginning in Foundation to leaving secondary.  

 

This issue explores how a school changed its language offering and involved the whole community. It also contains 

guidance to help families build resilience, looks at how our students are building connections with the vulnerable 

through the Letter Project, and celebrates events around the Archdiocese.  

 

 

 

 

 

Wyndham Libraries Teen Book Club 
 

Are you aged 12 – 19?  
 

Do you like talking all things books?   
 

If so, Friday Night Fiction might be the program for you! 
 

Meet new friends, share what you’re reading, play games and discover recently released titles in our free monthly 
book club just for teens. 

 
Sessions will be held on the first Friday of the month from 4:30pm – 5:30pm.   

 
These small group sessions are hosted and moderated by Wyndham Libraries staff.  

 
All sessions will run in MS Teams.   

 
Bookings are essential.  

 
For more information and bookings visit https://tinyurl.com/FridayNightFiction 

https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/TRgyC4QOojFJqzXhBvopd?domain=coms.cem.edu.au
https://protect-au.mimecast.com/s/Y52cC5QPpkF02MBs23fgU?domain=coms.cem.edu.au


 

 

 

   

 

SCHOOL COUNSELLING SUPPORT 

DURING COVID-19 

 

The Emmanuel College counselling team 
is available to provide remote support to 
students during this challenging time. 

 

Now more than ever, Emmanuel College recognises the importance of supporting our students’ mental 

health. The School Counselling Team continues to provide professional mental health services; this includes 

the option for students to engage in telehealth counselling via ZOOM, phonecalls or emails, and 

consultations with parents and school staff.    

 

 
The process for engaging counselling support for students during remote learning is detailed 

below. 

 

 

 

1. Contact your child’s house leader to 
discuss your concerns. House 
Leaders can be contacted on their 
school email account during school 
hours. House Leaders can also arrange 
to phone you if you would prefer.   

2. Your house leader will discuss 
your concerns and if 
appropriate refer your 
son/daughter to the school 
counselling team. House 
leaders can also liaise with other 
teaching staff to ensure your 
child’s needs are supported.  

3. One of the school counsellors 
will contact you to discuss 
options for support. Some 
options might include 
parent/teacher consultations, 
phone or video counselling, or a 
referral to an external support 
service. 

 

 

The College recognises that students may experience times of distress out of school hours. In the event of 

a mental health emergency, it is recommended that students or parents call the emergency services on 

000 or present at the hospital emergency department. If you need to speak with a professional urgently 

outside of school hours, the College encourages the student, a friend or a family member to contact one of 

the following organisations to seek support and guidance.  

• Parentline (open until midnight) 13 22 89 

• KidsHelpline (for ages 5-25) 1800 55 1800   

• Child Protection after hours 13 12 78 

• Lifeline 13 11 11 

Emmanuel College recognises that the COVID-19 

pandemic, social distancing measures and remote 

learning have significant impacts on our students’ 

wellbeing. While we are pleased to see so many 

students demonstrating flexibility and resilience in 

adapting to this new normal, it is expected and 

understandable that this will be a very challenging 

time for some of our students and our wider 

school community. 
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INSIGHTS

Standing behind di�icult decisions

Johan and Harry were both suspended from school for a day a�er willingly watching a schoolyard fight. Their school had a
zero-tolerance policy toward fighting and believed that those who watched a fight were as complicit in the conflict as those
engaged in the fighting.

The reactions of both sets of parents to the boys’ suspensions di�ered greatly. Johan’s parents supported the school’s actions
and made the necessary changes to their work schedules to accommodate the suspension. Privately, they thought that the
suspension may have been harsh, but as they agreed with the school’s zero tolerance approach to violence, they knew they had
no option but to accept the suspension. They counselled their son against similar behaviour in future and made sure his time
away from school was spent doing schoolwork.

Harry’s parents weren’t quite so supportive. Thinking that their son’s suspension was unfair, they contacted the school’s principal
asking to have the suspension removed. The principal listened to their concerns however she didn’t remove the suspension. She
reminded Harry’s parents of the reasons behind the school’s zero tolerance approach to fighting and urged them to support of
their policy. Disappointed but obviously not deterred, Harry’s father took time o� work to take his son on a fishing trip on the day
of the suspension. This action showed little regard for the school’s e�orts to encourage a culture of respectful relationships, as
well as scant respect for the principal’s authority.

Make the most of learning moments

Both sets of parents thought that the suspension of their sons was harsh. However, only one set saw the situation as a learning
experience for the son. Johan’s parents discussed with their son the place that bystanders play when violence breaks out. They
reinforced the message that although it may take courage to stop a fight or bring it to the attention of teachers, it’s these sorts of
actions that constitute positive leadership.

Harry’s parents couldn’t see past the injustice of the suspension and missed a great opportunity to teach their son any number of
lessons. These include what he may do next time a similar incident occurs, how he might respond when he sees someone being
bullied or even how to nip conflict between peers in the bud before it escalates. There are many discussions they could have had
with their son due to the suspension. From an educative perspective, this was an opportunity missed.

Trust the process

Arguably, the bigger issue in this story is that just as Johan’s parents did, we parents need to trust the processes that teachers put
in place at school, even when we don’t always agree. Family-school partnerships are strongest when parents stand behind the
di�icult decisions that teachers make, even though the wisdom behind them may not be immediately evident. Sometimes, we all
have to stand back and trust a process that’s been in put in place, particularly when it’s been implemented a�er a great deal of
thought and diligence.
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Michael Grose
Michael Grose, founder of Parenting Ideas, is one of Australia’s leading parenting educators. He’s an
award-winning speaker and the author of 12 books for parents including Spoonfed Generation, and
the bestselling Why First Borns Rule the World and Last Borns Want to Change It. Michael is a former
teacher with 15 years experience, and has 30 years experience in parenting education. He also holds a
Master of Educational Studies from Monash University specialising in parenting education.



Are you studying 
AND looking after 
a loved one?

If you care for a family member or friend 
with an illness, disability or mental health 
issues, you could be eligible for one of 
the 1,000 bursaries available to young 
people juggling study and care.

The Young Carers Bursary o�ers $3,000 
towards continuing your study.

APPLY NOW
Applications for 2021 open from 28 July to 8 September 2020
To be eligible you must be a young carer who is:
• aged between 12–25
• studying or completing an apprenticeship
• an Australian citizen or permanent resident
• not receiving another scholarship.

What are you waiting for? 
For more info and to apply check out:
YoungCarersNetwork.com.au
Funded by the Department of Social Services
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